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Abstract Asset management is a concept that has a very wide range of use across
industrial sectors and regions, often with different levels of maturity. Standards
like PAS55-1 and its successor ISO55001 have been developed as a form of guidance on what should be in place to qualify as an asset manager. However, those
standards only prescribe what needs to be in place, not how these requirements
should be fulfilled. In part, this is a good thing as the best approach to asset management varies amongst organizations. Yet, in implementing asset management
many organizations struggle with the how. This is especially true for infrastructures, as the most difficult part of asset management is dealing with risk and risk is
even more important for infrastructures than for other asset bases. The guidelines
for application of the standards shed some light, but often not enough. A stronger
guideline in the form of a reference model is needed. In this paper we describe a
reference model for the asset management system that fulfills the requirement in
an infrastructure context. This reference model is the result of some 15 years of
developing and implementing asset management in a variety of infrastructures.

1.1 Introduction
The discipline of asset management is relatively new, at least in scientific terms.
Earliest scientific references on this topic date back to the 1970s, though the practice was labeled back then by the name of terotechnology (18). Since the 1990s
the volume of publications on asset management picked up (1) and it currently
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dominates terotechnology as demonstrated in the diagram below. But even in 2008
asset management was still regarded as a science emerging (23).

Comparing terotechnology with asset management
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Figure 1: Publications on asset management and terotechnology, according to Scopus 3. The
drop-off at the end of the graph is probably an artefact of the system because of delayed registration

The 1990s were also the years when businesses in general became aware of the
concept (5). Several organizations achieved significant results with implementing
asset management (15). In that period, the first guidelines on how to implement
asset management were developed, like the International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM) (7) and its predecessors. However, in those days asset management was not a very well defined concept. There seemed to be agreement on
the fact that asset management was somehow interdisciplinary, but it was by no
means a fully integrated concept. Even the IIMM (7) was more a collection of
good examples than a coherent set of requirements that an organization would
need to fulfill to be a good asset manager. This was only achieved when a formal
specification of the requirements was developed in 2004 in the form of Publicly
Available Specification 55-1 on Asset Management (3). The first edition focused
on infrastructure assets. In 2008 the second version was released (4), dropping the
limitation to infrastructure assets. After this second release, effort was undertaken
to upgrade the specification to an ISO standard. The ISO55000 series 4 on asset
management (9-11) was released in January 2014. Interestingly, this standard on
asset management expanded the scope of assets even further to include all assets,
not only the physical assets. Another important development was the much
stronger attention for risk management. Dealing with risk has always been im3
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4 The norm consists of 3 parts: the terminology (55000), the requirements (55001) and guidelines
(55002). In general, when ISO55000 is mentioned, reference is made to the series, not only to the
terminology. In this paper, we try to be more precise.
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portant in asset management. It had a separate section, and risk was included in
the formal definition of asset management in PAS55 (3, 4):
Systematic and coordinated activities and practices through which an organization
optimally manages its physical assets, and their associated performances, risks and
expenditures over their lifecycle for the purpose of achieving its organisational strategic
plan.

In the ISO55000 series (9-11) risk is no longer part of the definition of asset
management (though balancing costs, risk, and performance is still added as a
note). Furthermore, the separate section on risk management has gone. Instead,
dealing with risk is integral part of all requirements whenever relevant. For further
guidance on risk management reference is made towards other ISO documents (8,
12, 13).
In a way, this generalization is a good thing. Asset management is an integral
part of the business, and it should align on all levels with the other business practices and especially with risk management. However, it is also a bad thing, as infrastructure asset management is quite different from other forms of asset management, and that difference becomes most visible with regard to risk. Whereas
infrastructure asset managers were mostly struggling with risk management already under the standard targeted specifically at them, generalizing the scope does
not help in this respect.
In this paper, we present a practical approach for resolving the risk management gap. First we analyze the specific needs of risk management in an infrastructure context, and explain why this is not really covered by the current standard.
This is followed by a reference model for risk based asset management in infrastructures, which has been developed over the past 15 years by applying asset
management in diverse infrastructure sectors. In the final section we demonstrate
that this reference model complies with all requirements in the standards. The paper ends with a reflection on its usefulness for other sectors and proposals for further development.

1.2 Infrastructure asset management 5
Infrastructures 6 are, in the most basic concept, collections of routes between
points. Engineering assets enable these routes, but in a way the route is an asset in
5

For a more elaborate treatment, see 6. Herder PM, Wijnia Y. A systems view on
Infrastructure Asset Management. In: van der Lei T, Herder P, Wijnia Y, editors. Asset
Management: the state of Art in Europe from a Life Cycle Perspective. Dordrecht: Springer;
2011.
6 The plural infrastructures is used here to indicate the different technological subsets that make
up the total infrastructure of a society, like the road infrastructure, the electricity infrastructure
and so on. These technological subsets are often managed by different organizations, and asset
management is implemented per organization.
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itself. Infrastructures connect different users. As in most cases these users are not
all within the same organization or legal entity, terms of use of the infrastructure
needs to be negotiated between those entities. This can become very complicated
if the infrastructure connects many entities. It is then much more convenient to establish an infrastructure manager that determines the terms of use, balancing the
needs of the stakeholders. This is what happened in the formation of public infrastructures in western societies. They may have started as links between two parties, but as the number of users grew, they developed into separate public 7 infrastructure organizations, regulated by government. These organizations are the
owners/managers of the infrastructure, but they are not the users of the infrastructure.
This split between owner and user has major consequences with regard to balancing costs, performance and risks of the asset base. If an additional investment
in the infrastructure is made, the costs are for the owner, but the users will benefit.
Only if the costs can be charged to the users, the owner will benefit. With postponing maintenance, it is the other way around. The owner will see a direct decrease in costs, but the risk of breakdowns increases, which will burden the user
and not the owner, unless some scheme for compensation is in place. Furthermore,
users taking more than their fair share of the infrastructure may pose a risk for
other users, and if the use damages the assets, it may pose a risk to the owner. As
much use is anonymous, it may be very difficult for the owner to claim the damages.
But this is not the only characteristic that sets infrastructure asset management
apart. Infrastructure tend to be monopolistic, the assets often have a very long
lifespan resulting in uncertainty about their future use, they are operated in the
public domain so that failures are highly visible, they are networked asset bases,
with little key assets, they are evolutionary systems with a strong path dependency, and so on. One of the most distinguishing aspects though is that the assets are
passive. They provide the route by their existence, not by their operation. Typical
examples are roads, cables, pipelines and so on. There may be some active elements, but this is in general only a small part of the asset base. But what is the performance of a passive element, or the result to be achieved? In general, the performance of passive assets is measured in terms like availability, reliability and
the like. There is nothing like speed, throughput volume or quality to measure performance. But e.g. availability is the complement of unavailability, which in turn
is the summed downtime of all asset failures. The asset failure is in general regarded as a risk, which means the performance of a passive asset is actually ex-
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pressed in terms of risk. In this view, the balance of infrastructure asset management is about costs and risks, and not about costs, performance and risk 8.
As already mentioned, infrastructures are evolutionary systems. Their current
state is not the result of a grand master plan, but the result a long series of expansions in response to actual needs of the users. This is due to the monopolistic character in combination with the almost full penetration of the market (roads and utilities reach almost everybody). Furthermore, infrastructures tend to be heavily
regulated to prevent abuse of monopolistic power. As a consequence, they will
have to follow the user, and there will be little room for own initiatives or strategies. In general, the strategy will be something like keeping the performance at the
same level for lower costs and without increasing risks. The development of user
needs (including the need for connecting new customers) thus becomes a risk,
whereas new customers would be regarded in any other business as an opportunity. It thus seems fair to state that infrastructure asset management is all about risk
and not about opportunities.

1.3 Managing risk in infrastructures
As demonstrated, asset management in infrastructures is balancing risks and costs.
However, even though risk management is intertwined with asset management in
the ISO55000 series, the definition of risk, “the effect of uncertainty on objectives”, is not very helpful in achieving this balance. It is even not clear what is
precisely meant by the definition (for more comments see e.g. (2, 16)). If objectives are altered because there is uncertainty, that seems like a mitigation and not a
risk. If the definition is interpreted as the impact of uncertainty on the realization
of objectives it makes much more sense, though this is not what it states. Yet, in
the following we will use the interpretation on realization of objectives. However,
if objectives are expressed explicitly in infrastructures, they tend to be in terms of
minimal availability, maximum allowed number of incidents or failures and the
like. But, as mentioned before, these are measures of risk, and not of performance.
It thus may seem (to the unwary reader) that ISO55000 defines risk as the effect of
uncertainty on risk, a seemingly circular definition.
Fortunately, the circularity is only at first glance, as the two uses of risk represent different concepts of risk, especially with regard to uncertainty. In fact, in
dealing with an asset base, risks can be regarded at different levels of aggregation.
The basic level is the potential occurrence of an event at a specific location or a
specific asset (in our terminology: an issue). Even though there are different options to frame the event, within asset management it is quite common to use the
8
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occurrence of a failure mode of an asset. This is used in FMEA, event trees, failure trees and bow ties. This occurrence is binary. It happens, or it does not happen.
The occurrence of this event can be described with a probability. If this is the only asset with that failure mode, uncertainty is total: it can be anything between 0
and 1, and best initial guess might then just be 50%. If a plan is made to tackle an
issue, it is in the form of a project: limited in time and scope.
This changes if there are more assets of that type. For a group of assets it may
be sensible to speak about a frequency of failure, like “in this group of 100 assets,
per year 3 fail due to this failure mode”. This can be translated into a probability
per asset of 3%. But the uncertainty about this figure is much smaller than for an
individual asset. In a bad year there may be 10 failures, and a good year may show
no failures at all, but this reduces uncertainty about the probability to 0-10% instead of 0-100%. In general, estimates can be made with order of magnitude accuracy. In reality, it is hard to find multiple assets that are exactly the same in all relevant aspects, i.e. type, age, operation conditions, load and the like. This is the
value of the second aggregation level of risk. By looking at similar assets in similar conditions that can fail in similar ways, the group is enlarged much further, and
probabilities that have to be estimated turn into frequencies that can be counted.
Such a generalized issue is what we (the authors) generally mean if we use the
term risk. Measures for risks may take the form of programs (sets of projects) if all
issues are known, another option is the formulation of a policy (what should be
done if an issue of a specific type is encountered).
The third level of aggregation is that of the whole system performance, the
combined effect of all risks, which are themselves the combined effect of all issues materializing. This system performance is measured over a fixed period. But
this means that failing to meet a target or an objective is not directly observable as
an event or state of the world, but is has to be determined by a series of measurements compared to an agreed reference. Because the agreement is essential to objectives, failing to meet the objective can be regarded as a violation, a term we
prefer for whole system underperformance. Within infrastructure asset management, the objectives are in general defined at this level. Uncertainty at this level is
typically measured in % and not orders of magnitude, because it would be hard to
think of events that would impact all assets simultaneously 9. On the longer term
trends may happen, to be addressed in long term plans (e.g. (22)). Typically, violations (actual or foreseen) are addressed by strategies, which are sets of programs
and policies.
These levels of aggregation and their associated mitigation are shown in the diagram below.
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Problem
Violations
Whole system performance (kpi score for a
year) is not (may not be) adequate: below
target, not as agreed (hence violation)

Risks
Generalized type of issue. If a risk
materializes it becomes a localized problem

Issues (bottlenecks)
A localized problem: a point in the grid is not
adequate: capacity shortage, asset
deterioration, asset failure, third party request
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Response
Strategy
Coherent set of policies and programs to
bring the performance up to expectations/
agreement

Policy/program
Guideline how to deal with issues if they arise
Plan to resolve a number of issues

Project
List of activities to resolve the issue on a
specific location

Figure 2: Aggregation levels of risks and mitigations

Within any reasonable asset base, thousands of potential issues can be identified. In order to keep that amount manageable, it is vital to cluster them (17). This
is especially so in infrastructures, because the impact upon objectives is in general
the combined effect of many issues. However, clustering is not obvious, as the
best framing of the risk depends upon available solutions, which may impact in
different phases of the risk process. As a result, risks may demonstrate significant
overlap (14), creating the potential for solving problems twice, not an indicator of
good management. For this reason, we have introduced Tactical Risk Management, which links issues to violations by means of a set of more or less independent risks (19).

1.4 Asset management requirements
The ISO55001 (10) standard poses several types of requirements to asset managers. The most straightforward are those on documents. There are only three explicit requirements for documents. These are the Policy, the Strategic Asset Management plan including Asset Management objectives, and Asset Management
plan(s). These can be regarded as the core of asset management. Additionally,
documentation is required (like evidence of competence, evidence of implementation, outsourcing results or performance evaluation), including quality requirements on managing the documented information. However, the precise content is
to a large extent left to the organization. The second group of requirements is on
processes that need to be in place. The term Process is mentioned 24 times in the
requirements, but for only 4 processes true requirements (both for existence and
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scope) are formulated. These are Risk and opportunity management, Information
management, Implementation (operational planning and control) and Potential Asset Performance Failure Identification (though this is to many practitioners a special class of risk, thus showing overlap with the requirement for a risk and opportunity management process). In the other cases, process is used in reference to the
processes in place, not as a new requirement. The third group of requirements is
more on behavior. The organization should demonstrate, ensure, consider, determine, provide, take into account, conduct, review and the like. However, unclear
is how (if any) evidence should be provided on this behavior. The most practical
approach probably is documenting the processes in which these required actions
are performed including the specified outputs as proof.

1.5 The Asset Management process reference model for
infrastructures
All types of requirements can be fulfilled with a process based asset management
system. Some processes are required by the standard, but the required documents
are outputs of other processes, and the required behavior is best demonstrated with
a documented and implemented process. This opens up opportunities for a reference model to be used in asset management implementation. First ideas on such a
reference model were presented in 2011 (20, 21), though that only considered the
core process of managing assets, not the processes for managing the asset management system. In this paper, we present a more elaborate model, developed and
implemented in many infrastructure organizations over the past 15 years. Asset
management as a total is regarded as a Management Process, as it controls the operational processes of construction, operation, maintenance disposal and or replacement by implementation of asset management plans. Asset management is
not a single process, several production lines (Sub Processes) can be distinguished. At the core is the process of developing, funding, implementing and
evaluating asset management plans, the sub process of “Managing the asset base”.
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Figure 3: The asset management process hierarchy

This core is supported by the processes of Asset Information Management and the
process of Asset Capability Management, ensuring that both the right information
and the right human resources (both in terms of competence as in numbers) are
available. The whole system is managed, monitored and continually improved by
the Management Review process. All processes are defined by means of ownership, management, goal, activities, outputs (specified in minimal content, quality
requirements) and roles and responsibilities. These Sub Processes can be split into
chains of Working Processes (Stations), and the working processes can be specified in terms of activities. An activity is conducted by a single person in an uninterrupted flow. For each activity, a procedure can be developed describing how the
activity should be conducted, but with competent employees (ensured by Manage
Capability) this should not be necessary. The diagram shows the different levels in
process description.
In the process hierarchy above the working process of risk assessment is
worked out in more detail. The rationale for this is twofold. First of all, it is to
highlight the importance of explicitly dealing with risk. In infrastructure asset
management, the key concept is balancing costs and risk and to do that a solid
quantitative understanding of the risks is needed.
Secondly, it allows to show the activity of “structuring risk” we added to the
“normal” risk assessment process. Many (slightly different) processes are published on risk assessment (7, 8), but they all lack a specific effort or activity to
avoid overlap between risks. Overlap between risks is almost unavoidable (19). In
normal operating environments, where only part of the focus is on risk, this may
be an acceptable omission, but in infrastructure asset management, where everything is about balancing cost and risk, overlaps in the risk register will result in
unnecessary costs.
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This reference model complies with all requirements of ISO55001. The required documents are produced by this process, and required processes are part of
the model as can be seen in the table below.
Table 1: Projection of requirements on reference model
Area

Requirement

Captured in working process

Documents

Asset Management Policy

Input for Strategy and objectives

Strategic Asset Management Plan and objectives

Output of Strategy and objectives

Asset Management Plans

Planning and funding

Evidence of processes in control (e.g. Risk
register, Program register, Order book,
performance report)

Risk assessment, Mitigation development, Contracting, Execution and
change

Risk and opportunity management

Risk assessment

Information management

Separate sub process and working
processes (working processes not in
figure above)

Potential asset failure identification

Risk assessment

Evidence

Documented process and outputs as
stated above

Processes

Behavior

1.6 Conclusion
Asset management has developed from a collection of ideas and practices into a
separate field of practice and science. A recent achievement was the development
of the ISO55000 series on asset management, spanning all types of assets, whereas
earlier versions of PAS55 were limited to physical or even infrastructure assets.
However, with the generalization of assets, the direct applicability of the standard
diminished. This is even more so for infrastructures, as their asset management revolves around risk even more than other types of asset bases, both in terms of importance as in terms of complexity. The current standard provides little guidance
for them. Fortunately, in implementing asset management in the infrastructure
business in the past 15 years good practices have been developed. These are fully
process based Asset Management system models. In this paper we presented a reference model based on these experiences that fully complies with the new requirements and considers the special needs of infrastructures with regard to risk
management. If this reference model works equally well in other asset bases is to
be tested.
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